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Swarm IntelligenceSwarm Intelligence

=
Coordination Coordination withoutwithout

Direct CommunicationDirect Communication

Contributions of Swarm 
Intelligence

When network characteristics are non-
stationary
When no global knowledge of theWhen no global knowledge of the 
network is available.
When static algorithms are sub-optimal
When adaptive algorithms converge 
slowly or cause oscillations

Ant Intelligence

Appears in biological swarms of 
certain insect species
Interactions is indirect (stigmergy)Interactions is indirect (stigmergy)
The end result is accomplishment of 
very complex forms of social
behavior and fulfillment of a 
number of tasks

SWIN - Stigmergy

Stigmergy means communication 
through the environment
Examples:Examples:

Pheromone laying : pheromone attracts 
ants who lay even more pheromone
Task-related stigmergy: e.g. termite 
nest building

SWIN - Pheromone Trails

Species lay pheromone trails 
traveling.
pheromones evaporatepheromones evaporate. 
pheromones accumulate with 
multiple ants using path.
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Pheromone Trails Features

Distributed  and Multi-agent search
Uses stigmergy (communication 
through the environment) for agent through the environment) for agent 
interaction
Adaptive
Uses reinforcement
Randomness robustness

Principles of Swarms
Two classes of agents

Forward ants
Collect info by traveling as packets
Backward ants
Use info from forward ants to update 
systems info

Use optimization function as 
reinforcement signal

SWIN - Advantages
Scalability: population of the agents can 
be adapted according to the problem 
size.

Scalability is also promoted by local and 
distributed agent interactions. 

Fault tolerance: swarm intelligent 
processes do not rely on a centralized 
control mechanism. 

Agent loss graceful degradation.

SWIN - Advantages

Adaptation: agents can change, die 
or reproduce, according to system 
changes.g
Autonomy:  little or no human 
supervision is required.
Parallelism:  agent’s operations are 
inherently parallel.

Application to Complex 
Systems

(Routing in Data (Routing in Data 
Networks)
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Routing in Data 
Networks

Why is it so complex?
Distributed problem, requires coordination 
of a number of nodes, which might not , g
have direct communication
Must cope with node failures
Must re-adjust routes that get congested

Existing Schemes

Wired 
Distance vector (Bellman-Ford)
Linkstate (Dijkstra’s)
OSPF (Internet Standard – linkstate-based)

Wireless
Table-driven (all nodes have routing tables to 
all destinations)
On-demand (routing tables are created on 
demand)

Swarm Advantages in Routing
Swarm- based Non-Swarm-based

Distributed Yes Some of them(e.g 
Bellman Ford)

Adaptive Yes, can be very 
fast

Some, but may cause 
oscillations. Can be 
slow.

Robustness Yes, packets can 
be re-routed if 
links fail

Yes for distributed BF, 
but not for link-state.

Load 
balancing

Yes, adapts to 
congestion
patterns

Slow adaptation

AntNet

Introduced by Di Caro and Dorigo
Designed for packet – switching
networksnetworks
Uses ants who affect routing based 
on trip times to destination
This is not done directly, but through 
a processed quantity

ANTNET
Routing Tables
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AntNet

Why two classes of agents?
Routing tables are updated only by ants 
who were successful in reaching g
destination
If a ant gets lost, it will never generate a 
backward ant
So, next-hops that were not successful 
will not be updated

The Algorithm-Essential 
steps

Launch forward ant
Find path randomly, but based on 
routing table probabilitiesg p
Remember the path and the arrival 
times for forward ant
Backward ants trace path in reverse
While at that, they update routing 
tables
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AntNet – Math
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Pdi is the probability of choosing node i as next-hop, when the 
destination is d
N is the set of neighbors of the current node
f is the next-hop node
n are all the other neighbor nodes
Δ+ and Δ- are the positive and negative reinforcement, respectively
r’= weighting factor (step size)
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AntNet – Math
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r’= weighting factor for the step size
T= trip time from current node to the destination
μ= average of T
c= scaling factor (usually 2)
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AntNet

Equation are based on negative 
feedback:

Positive reinforcement (Δ+) should be 
smaller as probabilities get larger and 
vice versa
Negative reinforcement (Δ-) should be 
larger as probabilities get larger and 
vice versa

AntNet

Problem: T could be unreliable
(high variance)
Solution: Use σ over μ ratio to adjust r΄
Why? Because high σ/μ means T is 
unreliable and vice versa

r΄ = T/μ < 0.5 r΄ = T/μ > 0.5

Adjusting r’
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Add nonlinearity: r΄ (r΄)h

Why? To manipulate the learning rate r΄
Choice of h: usually 2 (heuristic)

T reliable

Monotonically 
decreasing 
function

Wireless Issues
Broadcast advantage

When node transmits, it can be heard by all nodes 
in its range

Energy constraintsEnergy constraints
Routing must take into account energy
Energy can also be adjusted by adjusting range

Noise and bandwidth requirements also affect 
energy and range
Node mobility : nodes can move in and out of 
range


